RemoteCam4™ RC4-CC6™

Kit Contents:
- RC4-HE Head-End Module
- RC4-CE Camera Module
- RCC-C001 Camera Cable 1’ HDMI to HDMI
- RCC-C005 Camera Cable 1’ RJ45 to 8 Pin Mini-Din & Power
- RCC-C006 Camera Cable 1’ RJ11 to 8 Pin Mini-Din
- RCC-H001 Head-End Cable 3’ HDMI to HDMI
- RCC-H010 Head-End Cable 3’ Control DB9F to DB9F
- RCC-H004 Head-End Cable 1’ DB9F to 8 Pin Mini-Din Visca Loop Cable
- WPS-12 Power Supply

300’ Camera Extension

Features:
- SINGLE CAT5e OR CAT6
- CAMERA POWER
- DIGITAL VIDEO
- CAMERA CONTROL
- VISCA CONTROL LOOP
- WIRED & MODULATED IR

Dimensions: RC4-HE - 3.75” w x 1.5” H x 3.625” D
RC4-CE - 2.5” w x .875” H x 3.6875” D

Codecs Supported:
- ClearOne
- Collaborate Pro 600
- Collaborate Pro 900

Camera Supported:
- ClearOne
- Unite 200 PTZ

ACCESSORIES
RC-RK2 Rack Shelf